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One6 Introduction
Who we are and what we do
•

Independent, niche, business management
consulting company formed in 2004

•

Provide support to help “bridge” strategy
(thinking) into sustainable operations
(doing)

•

Set up, design and run strategic change
programmes and projects with experienced
change agents

•

Work client side in teams of 2-4 FTEs as
part of a badge less, home team

•

Model: Think. Do. Train. Leave. Coach.

“Help you make it happen – measuring, reporting, value as we go”
2015 One6 consulting Limited
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Decommissioning impacts Routine Business Scenarios
Golden thread of a Through life decommissioning strategy
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Linking Strategy (what) with Tactical Execution (how)
For success, focus on both aspects at the same time
Decommissioning contributes to routine business
scenarios throughout the asset lifecycle
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Each group of assets to be
decommissioned will be
evaluated using 5 ‘filters’ to
determine the operator’s
lead role and optimise value
and minimise cost

Tactical execution

How?

Assets to be
decommissioned
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Senior stakeholder alignment is critical
To create the decommissioning story and embed it operationally
Overall business strategy
Uncertainty

Rescheduling initiatives
Capex Funding constraints

Shifting priorities – lack of confidence
Low oil price – next 2 years

Continuous stakeholder
engagement
Constant negotiation

Integrated
Converging Strategy & Development
Open communications
Business Case
Plans

Experiment and pilot
Share experience and
learn

Skills constraints

Regulatory needs

Too many tactical / industry initiatives
Day-to-day team challenges

Conflicting priorities

Local project
requirements

Overarching Decommissioning strategy
2015 One6 consulting Limited
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Re wiring the Operating Model
What does good look like?
Scalable and flexible to enable
different lead roles at the same time

Accommodates range of commercial and
legal entity structures (e.g. JV, consortium,
partnering etc.)

Business
Process

Fiscal &
Corporate
Structure

Single accountability for ownership,
coordination and management of
partnering and supplier activities

Distinctive capabilities retained
in-house for value add activities
Vendor &
Partner
Management

Single responsibility for interaction
with regulators and adoption of
changing regulatory processes
Facilitates identification and
assurance of risks and controls
(i.e. reputation, HSE, commercial)

Target operating model (ToM)
must accommodate
through life and late life
decommissioning strategy

Risk &
Controls

Organisation,
People &
Capability

Governance

Technology
& Data

Integrated across asset lifecycle
with accurate information to support
decision making across region

Performance
Management

Fit for purpose, common
data standards and tools

Clearly defined metrics, measured and reported
to inform decision making across region
2015 One6 consulting Limited
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Successful journey towards a “through life” Strategy
Requires an integrated, multi-staged implementation roadmap
Roadmap to be underpinned with a compelling value case3 endorsed by the Management Board
2014

2015

Work-streams

Q3

Strategy
Formulation &
Alignment

Holistic View
Strategy, Target
Operating Model,
Implementation Journey
and Organisation
Alignment happen at the
same time

Governance,
Leadership &
Planning

Q4

Q1

Q2

2016+
Q3

Q4

Q2

Q3

Q4

V.
Sustainable Performance

Run
IV.
High Performing

Walk
Processes, Tools
and Systems
III.
Intermediate

People /
Organisation

Q1

Build repeatable skills and
deliver excellence through
cross-functional
governance sponsored by
executive

Focus on creating
sustainable, repeatable
organisational capability
using performance, cost
and risk for decisions and
planning

Expand scope and methods
using performance and
capability focused monitoring,
analysis & reporting

Crawl
II.
Foundation

Change &
Engagement
(incl. KM & CI)
I.
As-Is

Focus on establishing
governance and organisation
and augment with specialist
methods & tools with limited
business, process and
solution scope

3. Requires cost & benefit case with required internal hurdle rates to meet corporate strategy, planning, budgeting and reporting guidelines
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Summary Messages
•

•

Golden thread - “through life
decommissioning strategy”

•

Focus on the “what” and the “how” at
the same time

•

Create the “strategic decommissioning
story” with senior leadership

•

Determine sources of value and the
business case

•

Shape the organisation to convert
decommissioning into a strategic
opportunity

•

Embed how through life strategy
intersects with regional / asset
development plans

•

Create a roadmap to plan your journey
2015 One6 consulting Limited

•

Where is your organisation’s key stone
for Decommissioning?
What forces link your decommissioning
strategy and execution?

?
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Back-Up

2015 One6 consulting Limited
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High level interfaces and handoffs
How to determine and codify who is accountable for what

• E&P / Group Leadership

• Asset Management

• Regional Leadership Team • Regulators

Monitoring &
Reporting
• Leadership Team
• Asset managers
• Non-operated asset
partners

• Other geography

Service
Demand

• Functions

Decommissioning Team

Service Supply

• Service contractors
• Partners

• Regulators
• Functions

Enablement

• Specialist suppliers

• Projects team

• Functions

• Industry bodies
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